WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS SUMMIT 2022

INDUSTRY DRIVEN WORKFORCE RESOURCES

WHAT TO EXPECT
Regional labor shed briefing
Private sector specialists
Techniques for recruiting and retaining employees
Local, state and federal resources for employers and employees
Networking with human resource professionals

Wednesday | September 7
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
The Institute for Advanced Learning and Research
150 Slayton Avenue
Danville, VA 24540
ABOUT THE SUMMIT

The Workforce Solutions Summit targets the concerns presented by employers and presents solutions and opportunities with the goal of emerging from an ongoing workforce shortage in a more competitive position. The Summit will provide resources around attracting, retaining, and supporting a better qualified and dedicated team of employees.

WHAT TO EXPECT

Regional labor shed briefing
Private sector specialists keynote presentations.
Techniques for recruiting and retaining employees.
Local, state and federal resources for employers and employees.
Networking with human resource professionals.

PRESENTED BY THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA TASK FORCE
WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS SUMMIT 2022

Wednesday | September 7
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

The Institute for Advanced Learning and Research
150 Slayton Avenue
Danville, VA 24540

PRESENTED BY THE SOVA TASK FORCE

REGISTRATION OPEN